Bases 44th Lugo Film Week (Spain). Celebration from 19 to 24 September 2022
(SECILUGO 44).
CALL FOR PAPERS
OBJECT
The object of this call is the regulation of the Awards to: Feature Films (Official
Section). Unpublished Spanish feature films (Muralla de Lugo Award). Galician cinema
(feature films, short films, documentaries). Documentary cinema (Feature films, short
films, documentaries). Short films (Short films are also cinema), from the 44th Semana
de Cine de Lugo (Spain), organized by the Grupo Fotocinematográfico Fonmiñá and
under the auspices of the Xunta de Galicia, Diputación Provincial de Lugo,
Ayuntamiento de Lugo, and Universidad de Santiago de Compostela (Lugo Campus),
which will take place in Lugo (Spain) from 19th to 24th September 20th, 2022.
FINANCIAL ENDOWMENT
The International Competition of the 44th edition of the Lugo Film Week will be
endowed with 6.000 euros in prizes, (distributed in its different sections) with charge
to the budgetary application of the contest and subject to the current retentions that
marks the law. (Prizes granted only to the films served by Festhome, Click For Festivals
and Cinema by traditional inscription).
PARTICIPANTS
The contest is open to natural or legal persons with the capacity to act (producers,
directors, distributors) who have due legal control over the works they submit to the
contest.
The person or entity (or its representative) who signs the form authorizing the
registration will be considered by the Festival as the only valid interlocutor to deal with
aspects related to the participation of the film in the event and as the only person
responsible before other persons or companies that have participated in the
production of the film.
FILM REQUIREMENTS
They must have been produced in 2020, 2021 and 2022. They must not have been
exhibited or edited commercially in Spain in public cinemas (except festivals),

television, VoD or Webs before September 19, 2022 (The Selection Jury will be strict in
this sense).
The works must be fiction (real image or animation) with more than 60 minutes of
duration in feature films. Short films cannot exceed 30 minutes. Spanish subtitles are
essential for those films whose original language is Galician, English or any other
language. Films that do not comply with this requirement will be excluded from this
call for entries. Some of the films selected in any of the sections and by agreement
between both parties (Festival and
Representative), may be screened in streaming (online) through the Festival's official
channels.
PREFERENCES
A SPECIAL PREFERENCE will be given to those films that deal with the following genres
and themes and whose main objective is to detect and disseminate the
cinematographic talent of emerging filmmakers, with special emphasis on auteur films:
International Independent Cinema.
Unpublished Spanish Cinema.
Roads to Santiago.
Galician Cinema.
The cinema within the cinema
COMPETITION ENTRY
ONLINE REGISTRATION:
To register your film, please use the registration form on the corresponding digital
platform Festhome and Click For Festivals.
The online registration period will close on 2 May 2022 at 24:00 (Lugo local time).
TRADITIONAL INSCRIPTION:
You can register your film by sending a request to: secilug@gmail.com.
The Selection Jury will accept or reject the selection once the submitted work has been
viewed.

